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The Green Olive “Casual Day (6-track EP)” It’s hard to know where to begin with this sort of thing. Of course, I could start out with the obvious with talking about each of the tracks, but I figure it best to talk about the music as a whole, and then maybe delve into each of the tracks. They say you can tell a lot about a person by the music that they listen to, and if it’s the case, I guess that you can basically read a person based on the music that they write. It can be a good thing, and it can be a bad thing, but one thing is for sure, Martin, Josh, Pef and Albé AKA The Green Olive is a band that will definitely stand the test of time and stand out among their genre, and yes, it’s a good thing. There is really no comparing their style to anybody or any band currently out. It’s like they have taken a dash of Muse, combined it with the best of Red Hot Chili Peppers, adding a sprinkle of Default, then maybe a pinch or two of Sam Roberts and The Lost Action Heroes, but even that is pushing it. The Green Olive are a band of their own genre. They are something fresh, exciting and new, and this is reflected on their 6-track EP, tentatively titled “Casual Day”. “Struck By Lightning”, is a highly original and innovative track, as are the remainder of the tracks on the EP. The introduction to the song starts off slow, and it builds very well using an excellent combination of overdriven guitar (and an appropriately used echo), drums and bass. While one may think the guitar/bass/drums sound may not be too original when lots of rock acts now are starting to up the ante during production by adding strings, synthesizers and whatnot, the style in which they are used and combined shows superb creativity, this creativity shines through in “Anthem” and “Valuable Edition”. “Gloria” is also another standout on the EP, the melody is incredibly memorable and the harmonies are tight. There are layered guitars and a brilliant rock chorus, but the vocals never get lost in the mix. The Green Olive create a midtempo rock classic here. Now comparing all the tracks on the EP, “Never There” is a very laid back, less upfront, but far more personal song. Somehow they manage to combine an old school soul and R&B sound with rock. Not something once ever thought possible, but the guys do it with such great ease and carry it off with such amazing talent, that it’s hard to not like this track. Switching things up also in this track, the bass takes the lead in this song, something that you don’t often hear in music. Now onto my personal favourite of the 6-tracks, “Rescue”. Like it’s predecessors, it’s hard to describe what the sound of this track is without having any sort of comparisons, but I will attempt it none-the-less. The song starts out with one of the most amazing guitar intro I have ever heard, something that most bands only dream about, The Green Olive accomplishes without the slightest effort. The building in the track is incredible, the vocals are bang on and highly emotive, and the instrumentation reflects the song’s lyrics. Something that a lot of songs have a hard time doing. While the songs are well crafted, the production is amazing; there are just a couple of areas of improvement that should be mentioned.



It’s highly commendable to use the voice as just another instrument in the mix. But the end result, for people who don’t have highly tuned musical ears, means that the listener does not fully understand what is being said in the song as they can’t hear the lyrics. This can mean that they miss the song in it’s entirety and as a result they don’t feel a connection somehow to it. The other aspect that should be touched on is not a weakness in the songs, or in the band, just a personal suggestion to The Green Olive, something that I think would help them go further as a quartet; try experimenting with other sounds. It showed promise in “Never There”, continue exploring other musical territories, it can only broaden your horizons. And while you may not stick with that sound that you have experimented with, you will at least have knowledge of the area and who knows when it will come in handy? The Green Olive are something of a rare breed in today’s music scene - a straight-ahead rock band, nothing but some of the best music to be recorded in recent years. With crisp, tight production, an amazing band, and an extraordinary lead vocalist, The Green Olive is set to rise far above a rock scene filled with emotional vacancy. 8/10 // Radio Campus 95.3 FM // www.radiocampus.net
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